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RRUULLEESS  FFOORR  JJAARRHH  WWAA’’TT--TTAA’’DDEEEELL  AACCCCOORRDDIINNGG  
TTOO  AALL--HH��FFIIDDHH  AADDHH--DDHHAAHHAABB��1  1

PPAARRTT  11  

AA  PPEERRSSOONN  CCAANN  BBEE  AACCCCUUSSEEDD  OOFF  BBIIDDAA’’  
WWHHEENN  TTHHAATT  IISS  NNOOTT  VVEERRIIFFIIEEDD    

______________________________  

Of the matters which the one who reads the biographies has to safeguard is that a man can be 

accused of a type of innovation yet this is not affirmed from him. This is either due to weakness 

in the route of transmission or weakness in the one who ascribes the innovation to the person, 

yet he still accuses the person of having innovation. Al-H�fidh adh-Dhahab� maintains this rule 

when he relays biographies and safeguarding this rule is for two reasons: 

 

FFIIRRSSTT  RREEAASSOONN  
A narrator is criticised for an innovation yet this is not affirmed from him at all, some examples 

of this: 

FFIIRRSSTT  EEXXAAMMPPLLEE

�����������������������������������������������������������

  

What is found in the biography of Maym�n bin Mihr�n al-Jazar� ar-Raqq� al-K�f� (d. 117 AH). 

Ibn Sa’d,2 Im�m Ahmad,3 Ab� Zur’ah,1 an-Nas�’�,2 Ibn Hibb�n3 and others deemed him as 

�
1 Summarised from Abu ’AbdurRahm�n Muhammad ath-Th�n� bin ’Umar bin M�s�, Daw�bit Jarh 

wa’t-Ta’deel ’inda’l-H�fidh adh-Dhahab� [Rules of Jarh wa’t-Ta’deel According to al-H�fidh adh-

Dhahab�]. Leeds, United Kingdom: al-Hikmah, 1421 AH/2000 CE), vol.1, pp.326-344.  
2 Muhammad ibn Sa’d, at-Tabaq�t al-Kubr� (Beirut: D�r us-S�dir, n.d.) vol.7, p.477 
3 Al-’Ilal wa Ma’rifat ur-Rij�l (India: D�r us-Salafiyyah, 1408 AH, ed. Dr Was�ull�h bin Muhammad 

’Abb�s) vol.1, p.320 
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Mihr�n said:  

.”  

����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������

trustworthy. As for Ahmad bin ’Abdull�h al-’Ijl� then he said: “Jazar� is a T�bi’� who is thiqah, yet 

he had bias against ’Ali (radi All�hu ’anhu).”4 Al-H�fidh adh-Dhahab� commented on this saying:  

No bias is affirmed from him, rather he just used to prefer ’Uthm�n over ’Ali and 

this is [a] true [stance].5 

Adh-Dhahab�’s words: “...no bias is affirmed from him” is correct, as for adh-Dhahab� stating: 

“...rather he just used to prefer ’Uthm�n over ’Ali and this is [a] true [stance]” indicates that 

Maym�n was upright from the beginning of his affair, what he believed about ’Ali is correct also 

as he preferred ’Uthm�n over him, this is an issue for which Maym�n cannot be accused of 

anything. However, Ab� Zur’ah ad-Dimishq� relayed in his T�r�kh6 from Sa’eed bin 

’Abdul’Azeez from Ism�’eel bin ’Ubaydull�h that Maym�n bin 

“I used to prefer ’Ali over ’Uthm�n, may All�h’s Mercy be upon them both, then 

’Umar bin ’Abdul’Azeez said to be once: ‘Which one is more beloved to you? A 

man who was fast in this,7 or a man who was fast in regards to wealth?’ So after 

that I retracted my position and I did not return back to that view

This narration affirms the opposite of what al-H�fidh adh-Dhahab� states as it is frank in 

showing that at the beginning Maym�n did used to prefer ’Ali over ’Uthm�n and then he 

retracted from this after hearing what ’Umar bin ’Abdul’Azeez stated. Otherwise, adh-Dhahab�’s 

words could intend Maym�n’s stance after he heard from ’Umar ibn ’Abdul’Azeez, however 

adh-Dhahab�’s words of expression do not indicate this intent. Furthermore, there is nothing 

clear in Ab� Zur’ah ad-Dimishq�’s narration which indicates that Maym�n retracted and then 

preferred ’Uthm�n over ’Ali. Rather, all it contains is that Maym�n retracted from what he 

believed in about preferring ’Ali over ’Uthm�n, this does not necessarily obligate that Maym�n 

�
1 Al-Jarh wa’t-Ta’deel (Beirut: D�r ul-Kutub al-’Ilmiyyah, ed. ’AbdurRahm�n bin Yahy� al-Mu’allim�. 

Copied from the edition printed by D�’irat ul-Ma’�rif al-’Uthm�niyyah, Hyderabad, India), vol.8, 

p.234 
2 Al-H�fidh Abu’l-Hajj�j Y�suf bin ’AbdurRahm�n al-Mizz�, Tahdheeb ul-Kam�l f� Asm� ir-Rij�l 

(Beirut: Mu’assasat ur-Ris�lah, 1413 AH, ed. Bashh�r ’Awad Ma’roof), vol.29, p.214 
3 Im�m Ab� H�tim Muhammad ibn Hibb�n al-Bust�, ath-Thiq�t (Mu’assasat ul-Kutub ath-

Thaq�fiyyah, copied from the 1393 AH print by D�’irat ul-Ma’�rif al-’Uthm�niyyah, Hyderabad, 

India), vol.5, p.417 
4 Ibid., vol.2, p.307 
5 Siyar A’l�m un-Nubal�’ (Beirut: Mu’assast ur-Ris�lah, 1410 AH, 7th Edn., eds. Team of researchers 

supervised by Shu’ayb al-Arna’�t), vol.5, p.77 
6 Vol.1, p.340 
7 Meaning: in regards to blood. See Ibn Hajar al-’Asqal�n�, Tahdheeb ut-Tahdheeb (Hyderabad, India: 

D�’irat ul-Ma’�rif an-Nidh�miyyah, 1325 AH), vol.1, p.391 
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believed the opposite as it is possible that he just withheld in the issue [Tawaqquf] or the 

possibility that he believed them to both have the same virtue. 

Conclusion: it is not verified that Maym�n had bias against ’Ali ibn Ab� T�lib, rather at the 

beginning of his situation he preferred ’Ali over ’Uthm�n and then he retracted from this 

preference.  

 

SSEECCOONNDD  EEXXAAMMPPLLEE

�����������������������������������������������������������

  

In the biography of al-Hakam bin ’Utaybah al-Kind� al-K�f� (d. 115 AH), a group of Im�ms 

deemed him as trustworthy such as Im�m ’AbdurRahm�n bin Mahd�,1 Yahy� bin Sa’eed al-

Qatt�n,2 Ibn Sa’d,3 Yahy� ibn Ma’een4, Ahmad bin Hanbal,5 Ab� H�tim6 and others. Al-H�fidh 

H�fidh adh-Dhahab� (rahimahull�h) transmitted from Sulaym�n bin D�wood ash-Sh�dhak�n�: 

Yahy� bin Sa’eed narrated to us: I heard Shu’bah saying: “al-Hakam prefers ’Ali over Ab� Bakr 

and ’Umar.” Adh-Dhahab� commented on this narrations by saying: “ash-Sh�dhak�n� is not to 

be relied upon here, I do not think that al-Hakam fell into this.”7 Al-H�fidh adh-Dhahab� 

therefore refuted this accusation due to the weakness of the source of it however Ahmad bin 

’Abdull�h al-’Ijl� stated:  

“...trustworthy and thoroughly reliable [thiqatun thabt] in hadeeth. He was from 

the jurists who were companions of Ibr�heem an-Nakh�’� and he was a person of 

Sunnah and following...he did possess Tashayyu’, yet that did not become apparent 

from him except after his death.”8  

This statement from al-’Ijl� contains accusing al-Hakam bin ’Utaybah of the innovation of 

Tashayyu’ and herein is a difference between what al-’Ijl� says and what ash-Sh�dhak�n� relayed 

from Shu’bah. What is relayed from Shu’bah is frank in stating that al-Hakam preferred ’Ali over 

the two Shaykhs Ab� Bakr and ’Umar (radi All�hu ’anhum�) and this is extremism in Tashayyu’ as 

opposed to what al-’Ijl� ascribes to al-Hakam [regarding a slight and non-apparent Tashayyu’]. 

What al-’Ijl� relays is also far off from being accurate due to the following reasons: 

�
1 Al-Jarh wa’t-Ta’deel, vol.3, p.124 
2 Ibid. 
3 At-Tabaq�t, vol.6, p.332 
4 Al-Jarh wa’t-Ta’deel, vol.3, p.125 
5 Al-’Ilal wa Ma’rifat ur-Rij�l, vol.3, p.352; Ab� Y�suf Ya’q�b bin Sufy�n al-Fasaw�, al-Ma’rifah wa’t-

T�r�kh (Beirut: Mu’assasat ur-Ris�lah, 1401 AH, ed. Akram Diy� al-’Umar�), vol.2, p.190 
6 Al-Jarh wa’t-Ta’deel, vol.3, p.125 
7 Siyar A’l�m un-Nubal�’, vol.5, p.209 
8 Ath-Thiq�t, vol.1, pp.312-313 
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FFiirrsstt::

�����������������������������������������������������������

 It is a view which al-’Ijl� alone stated, among the Im�ms are those who praised al-Hakam 

for his knowledge and these were people who sat with him and were his contemporaries, such as:  

a. Al-Awz�’� who said: “I made Hajj and I met ’Abdah bin Ab� Lub�bah [al-Asad�, their 

client being al-K�f�] in Min� and he said to me: ‘Have you met al-Hakam?’ I replied: no. 

Then he said: ‘meet him as there is no one between Madeenah’s two lava plains 

possessing more knowledge than al-Hakam.’1 So I met him2 and I found the man to be 

of good character...”3 

b. Al-Awz�’� also said: “Yahy� bin Ab� Katheer said to me: ‘Have you met al-Hakam bin 

’Utaybah?’ I said: yes. Then he said: ‘There is nobody between Madeenah’s two lava 

plains possessing more knowledge than him.’ ‘At�’ [ibn Ab� Rab�h] and his companions 

at that time were alive, and that was said in Min�.”4 

c. Muj�hid bin R�m� said: “I saw al-Hakam in Masjid ul-Khayf and the ’Ulama of the 

people were flocking around him.”5 

d. Yahy� bin Ma’een stated, from Jareer from Mugheerah bin Maqsam who said: “al-Hakam 

when he came to Madeenah the pillar of the Prophet (sallall�hu ’alayhi wassallam) was 

vacated by the people for him to pray towards.” ’Abb�s ad-D�r� said: “Meaning that al-

Hakam bin ’Utaybah was a person of worship and virtue.”6 

e. Sufy�n bin ’Uyaynah said: “There was none found within K�f�h after Ibr�heem and ash-

Sha’b� that were of the calibre of al-Hakam and Hamm�d.”7 

There are other such similar statements of praise for al-Hakam and his knowledge without 

having to resort to the objections of Tashayyu’ raised by al-’Ijl�. 

�
1 Al-Jarh wa’t-Ta’deel, vol.3, p.124 
2 Al-’Ilal wa Ma’rifat ur-Rij�l, vol.3, p.233. 
3 Al-Ma’rifah wa’t-T�r�kh, vol.2, p.794; Tahdheeb ul-Kam�l, vol.7, p.117 
4 Al-Jarh wa’t-Ta’deel, vol.3, p.124; Tahdheeb ul-Kam�l, vol.7, p.117. 
5 Ibid. 
6 T�r�kh wa’l-’Ilal, ’an Yahy� ibn Ma’een: Riw�yat ’Abb�s ad-D�r� (Makkah al-Mukarramah, KSA; 

Umm ul-Qur� University, 1399 AH, ed. Dr Ahmad Muhammad N�r Sayf) vol.2, p.125; al-’Ilal wa 

Ma’rifat ur-Rij�l, vol.2, p.592; Tahdheeb ul-Kam�l, vol.7, pp.117-118. 
7 Al-Jarh wa’t-Ta’deel, vol.3, p.124 
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SSeeccoonndd:: warnings against the people of desires and innovation have been transmitted from al-

Hakam bin ’Utaybah along with exhortations to stick to the Jam�’ah [of Ahl us-Sunnah]. Th�bit 

bin ’Abdull�h bin al-’Ajl�n stated: “I came across Anas bin M�lik, Ibn ul-Musayyib, al-Hasan al-

Basr�, Sa’eed bin Jubayr...” – and he mentioned a group of Im�ms from Ahl us-Sunnah wa’l-

Ittiba’ and mentioned al-Hakam bin ’Utaybah among them, then Th�bit bin ’Abdull�h bin al-

’Ajl�n said: “...and all of them instructed us to adhere to the Jam�’ah and forbade us from 

[associating with] the people of desires.”1 

TThhiirrdd:: Yahy� bin Sa’eed a-Qatt�n relayed from Shu’bah from al-Hakam bin ’Utaybah who said: 

“Yahy� al-Jazz�r used to have Tashayyu’ and was excessive in that regard [meaning in 

his Shi’ism].”2 What is apparent from his words is that he did not praise Yahy� al-Jazz�r rather 

he mentioned this excessiveness in Tashayyu’ as a caution against him and his innovation. Al-

Hakam would not have stated this if he did indeed possess any Tashayyu’ in him, as al-’Ijl� 

asserted, or if he had excessiveness in Tashayyu’ as the narration of ash-Sh�dhak�n� indicates. 

FFoouurrtthh:: that which al-’Ijl� ascribed to al-Hakam needs to mention the route of transmission, as 

al-’Ijl� was not a contemporary of al-Hakam. Al-’Ijl� was born in 182 AH3 while al-Hakam died in 

in 115 AH,4 so there is about 76 years between them. Thus, who was the one who relayed the 

Shi’ism of al-Hakam? This Shi’ism was not mentioned by any of those who praised al-Hakam for 

his knowledge and virtue, except what is found in the narration of ash-Sh�dhak�n� from Shu’bah 

– and this is a weak narration which cannot be authentically depended upon. 

FFiifftthh::

�����������������������������������������������������������

 within the words of al-’Ijl� is a contradiction, for he describes al-Hakam at the beginning 

of his words as being a person of Sunnah and Ittiba’ and then towards the end of his words he 

accuses him of Tashayyu’!? Yet what he stated in the first part of his words about al-Hakam is 

more appropriate. This is probably the reason why al-H�fidh adh-Dhahab� why summarised his 

words about al-Hakam in Siyar A’l�m un-Nubal�’5 and in Tadhkirat ul-Huff�dh6 wherein he did not 

not relay the full issues with him as if it did not all please him [due to it contradicting al-Hakam’s 

conformity with the Sunnah]. Adh-Dhahab� sufficed with describing al-Hakam as a person of 

Sunnah, basing this on al-’Ijl�’s words. In the same way, al-H�fidh Ibn Hajar in Had� us-S�r� did 

not mention al-Hakam in his mention of the names of narrators who were critiqued for 
�

1 Al-Ma’rifah wa’t-T�r�kh, vol.3, pp.389-390 
2 Ibn Sa’d, at-Tabaq�t, vol.6, p.284; al-’Ilal wa’l-Ma’rifat ur-Rij�l (ed. Dr Was�ull�h bin Muhammad 

’Abb�s), vol.3, p.93; al-Ma’rifah wa’t-T�r�kh, vol.2, p.831. 
3 Siyar A’l�m un-Nubal�’, vol.12, p.505 
4 Al-’Ilal wa Ma’rifat ur-Rij�l, vol.3, p.153; Siyar A’l�m un-Nubal�’, vol.5, p.212 
5 Vol.5, p.209 
6 Vol.1, p.117 
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innovations in the narrations of the Saheeh. Ibn Hajar did not mention al-Hakam and it is not 

possible that Ibn Hajar did not come across al-’Ijl�’s words about him, though al-H�fidh al-Mizz� 

transmitted al-’Ijl�’s words in Tahdheeb ul-Kam�l1 which was originally a work by Ibn Hajar in 

regards to biographies. This shows that al-’Ijl�’s words were not taken into consideration as it 

opposed the apparent words of the Im�ms before him. What further supports this is that he did 

not mention these details [about Tashayyu’] in Taqreeb ut-Tahdheeb and just sufficed with saying 

about al-Hakam: “trustworthy, thoroughly reliable, a jurist, except that he was possibly 

committed tadlees.” It is possible that due to al-’Ijl�’s statement “...yet that did not become 

apparent from him except after his death” not being adequately apparent, this is what led to 

al-H�fidh adh-Dhahab� omitting it, due to not coming across that [accusation] from al-Hakam’s 

students or close associates.2 

 

TTHHIIRRDD  EEXXAAMMPPLLEE

�����������������������������������������������������������

  

In the biography of Zayd bin W�qid al-Qurash� ash-Sh�m� ad-Dimishq� (d. 138 AH), he was 

deemed trustworthy by Yahy� bin Ma’een,3 Im�m Ahmad,4 Ahmad bin S�lih al-’Ijl�5 and others. 

Ab� H�tim said: “There is no harm in him, his condition is one of truthfulness.”6 Al-H�fidh 

adh-Dhahab� (rahimahull�h) stated: “and it has been said that he was a Qadar�, yet this is not 

correct.”7 It is probable that the source for the claim that he was Qadar� is what has been 

�
1 Vol.7, p.119 
2 As for what Ibn Ab� H�tim relayed in the introduction to Jarh wa’t-Ta’deel, pp.138-139, 144 that: 

’AbdurRahm�n reported to us: Muhammad bin Yahy� reported to us:  Yahy� bin al-Mugheerah 

reported to us: Jareer reported to us saying:  

“When Shu’bah arrived in Basra they said to him: ‘Narrate to us from your 

trustworthy narrators.’ Shu’bah replied: ‘If I narrate to you on the authority of my 

trustworthy narrators then I would also have to narrate to you from a small group 

of these Shi’a: Salamah bin Kuhayl, al-Hakam bin ’Utaybah, Habeeb bin Ab� 

Th�bit and Mansoor.’” 

This narration would indicate that al-Hakam bin ’Utaybah was from the Shi’a however there is an 

issue with this narration in that it is hasan up to Jareer [who Ibn ’AbdulHameed ad-Dabb�] yet it is not 

confirmed that he heard from Shu’bah, so there is possibly a break in this chain of transmission. This 

report was also relayed by Ibn ’Adiyy from another route other than Jareer, see al-K�mil, vol.1, p.71.  
3 T�r�kh ud-D�rim�, p.113 
4 Tahdheeb ul-Kam�l, vol.10, p.109 
5 Ath-Thiq�t, vol.1, p.379 
6 Al-Jarh wa’t-Ta’deel, vol.3, p.574 
7 Siyar A’l�m un-Nubal�’, vol.6, p.297 
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transmitted by Ibn ’As�kir in his T�r�kh1 from ’Abdull�h bin Y�suf at-Tan�s� who said: “al-

Wadayn bin ’At�’, Ibn J�bir, an-Nu’m�n, Ab� Wahb and Zayd bin W�qid are all accused of 

Qadr.” This is a transmission which contains a break in its chain for ’Abdull�h bin Y�suf is not 

mentioned as one who came across Zayd bin W�qid and between them is eighty years. ’Abdull�h 

bin Y�suf died in the year 217/218 AH2 and it is for this reason that al-H�fidh adh-Dhahab� 

doubted what was said about Zayd bin W�qid. However, Ab� H�tim ar-R�z� stated: “Zayd’s 

condition is one of sidq, yet he used to possess [the deviated belief regarding] Qadr.”3 All�h 

knows best. 

 

FFOOUURRTTHH  EEXXAAMMPPLLEE

�����������������������������������������������������������

  

In the biography of Im�m Muhammad bin Idrees ash-Sh�fi’� al-Matlab� (d. 204 AH) al-H�fidh 

adh-Dhahab� relays a report from ’Ali bin Ahmad bin an-Nadr al-Azd�: I heard Ahmad bin 

Hanbal say when he was asked about ash-Sh�fi’�:  

“All�h favoured us via him and we used to learn people’s words and write out their 

books until he [ash-Sh�fi’�] came to us. When we heard his words we knew that he 

was more knowledgeable than others, so we sat with him day and night and we did 

not see anything from him except for good.” It was said to Im�m Ahmad: “O Ab� 

’Abdull�h, Yahy� and Ab� ’Ubayd are not pleased with him and they say that he 

inclines towards Tashayyu’ and they both ascribe that to him.” Im�m Ahmad 

replied: “I do not know about what they say, by All�h we have not seen anything 

from him except for good.”4   

Al-H�fidh adh-Dhahab� commented on this by saying:  

Whoever claims that ash-Sh�fi’� possessed Tashayyu’ is a false accuser who does not know 

what he is saying. Az-Zubayr bin ’AbdulW�hid al-Istar�b�dh� said: Hamzah bin ’Ali al-

Jawhar� reported to us: ar-Rab�’ bin Sulaym�n reported to us saying: we made hajj with ash-

Sh�fi’� and he did not pass by a place except that he cried and lamented: 

If Rafd is love of the family of Muhammad, 

�
1 Ibn ’As�kir, T�r�kh Dimishq (Beirut: D�r ul-Fikr, 1415 AH, ed. Muhibbuddeen Ab� Sa’eed ’Umar bin 

Ghar�mah al-’Amraw�), vol.6, p.682; Tahdheeb ul-Kam�l, vol.10, p.110 
2 Al-Bukh�r�, T�r�kh as-Sagheer (Beirut: D�r ul-Ma’rifah, 1406 AH, ed. Mahm�d Ibr�heem Z�yid), 

vol.2, p.309; Tahdheeb ul-Kam�l, vol.16, p.336 
3 ’Ilal ul-Hadeeth, vol.2, p.127 
4 Siyar A’l�m un-Nubal�’, vol.10, pp.57-58. 
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Then may the Thaqal�n testify that I am R�fid�1 

Then al-H�fidh adh-Dhahab� said:2  

“If he was Shi’�, and far is he from being that, he would not have said: the rightly 

guided caliphs are five: beginning with as-Siddeeq and sealed with ’Umar bin 

’Abdul’Azeez.”3  

Adh-Dhahab� also stated in T�r�kh ul-Isl�m, after mentioning the lines of poetry: 

For this reason Ahmad bin ’Abdull�h al-’Ijl� stated about ash-Sh�fi’�: ‘he possessed 

Tashayyu’ yet he is trustworthy.’4 The meaning of this Tashayyu’ however is love of 

’Ali and hatred of the Naw�sib and taking him as a Mawla acting in accordance 

with what has been relayed in multiple narrations from our Prophet (sallall�hu 

’alayhi wassallam): “whoever I am a Mawla for then ’Ali is [also] his Mawla.”5 As 

for the one who curses anyone from the Sah�bah then he is a Shi’� extremist who 

we absolve ourselves from. 

Al-H�fidh adh-Dhahab� also stated in another instance: 

Our Im�m, all praise is due to All�h, possesses the utmost reliability in hadeeth, a 

memoriser, rarely in error, described with precision, firm in religiosity. Whoever 

discredits him with ignorance and desire has oppressed his own self. Whoever 

praises him and admits to his leadership in knowledge and precision...is correct, 

guided and been granted success.6 

Al-H�fidh adh-Dhahab� also stated: 

There is no doubt that when the Im�m resided in Egypt and opposed his contemporaries 

from the M�lik� Madhhab by deeming some of their fur�’ as weak via reference to the 

�
1 T�r�kh Dimishq, vol.14, pp.812-813; al-Bayhaq�, Man�qib ash-Sh�fi’� (Cairo: D�r ut-Tur�th, 1391 

AH, ed. as-Sayyid Ahmad Saqr), vol.2, p.71 
2 Siyar A’l�m un-Nubal�’, vol.10, pp.58-59 
3 Ibn Ab� H�tim ar-R�z�, �d�b ush-Sh�fi’� wa Man�qibihi (Aleppo: Maktabat ut-Tur�th al-Isl�m�, ed. 

’AbdulGhan� ’AbdulKh�liq), p.189; T�r�kh Dimishq, vol.14, p.812 – Harmalah bin Yahy� said: “I heard 

ash-Sh�fi’� say: the rightly guided caliphs are five: Ab� Bakr, ’Umar, ’Uthm�n, ’Ali and ’Umar ibn 

’Abdul’Azeez, may All�h be pleased with them.” 
4 There is not to be found a biography of Im�m ash-Sh�fi’� within the printed version of ath-Thiq�t 

which has the arrangement of as-Subk� and al-Haytham�. 
5 Jal�luddeen as-Suy�t�, Qatf ul-Azh�r al-Mutan�thirah f� Akhb�r il-Mutaw�tirah (Beirut: al-Maktab 

al-Isl�m�, 1405 AH, ed. Khaleel al-Mays), pp.277-278; al-’All�mah Ja’far al-Husayn� aka al-Katt�n�, 

Nudhm ul-Mutan�thirah min al-Hadeeth al-Mutaw�tir (Beirut: D�r ul-Kutub al-’Ilmiyyah, 1400 

AH), pp.194-195. 
6 Siyar A’l�m un-Nubal�’, vol.10, p.94 
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Sunnah and opposing their Shaykh in some issues, they were pained by that and thus 

began to discredit and defame him, and there emerged between them some tension, may 

All�h forgive all. Im�m Sahn�n admitted: ‘ash-Sh�fi’� possessed no innovation whatsoever.’ 

He spoke the truth, by All�h where are the likes of ash-Sh�fi’� in his truthfulness, nobility, 

knowledge, intelligence, support for the truth and lofty features?! May All�h have mercy on 

him.1 

Al-H�fidh adh-Dhahab� also stated in his book ar-R�w�t ath-Thiq�t: 

Thus, some of his enemies from the senior M�lik�s accused him of Tashayyu’ due to his 

agreement with the Shi’a in subsidiary issues in which they are correct and are not deemed 

as innovators as a result, such as making Jahr of the basmalah in Sal�h, Qun�t at Fajr etc. 

Speaking about the Im�m as a result of this shows a lack of wara’, for ash-Sh�fi’�, may 

All�h have mercy on him, was far from Tashayyu’. How could he possess that? For it is 

confirmed that he said: ‘the rightly guided caliphs are five: Ab� Bakr, ’Umar, ’Uthm�n, ’Ali 

and ’Umar bin ’Abdul’Azeez.’ Does a Shi’� say this?! 

There are numerous statements which clearly and conclusive indicate that inaccuracy of the 

accusation of Tashayyu’ against Im�m ash-Sh�fi’�, not to mention Rafd, such as: 

a. Ar-Rab�’ bin Sulaym�n al-Mur�d� said: “I heard ash-Sh�fi’� saying: the best of people are 

All�h’s Messenger (sallall�hu ’alayhi wassallam) are Ab� Bakr, then ’Umar, then ’Uthm�n 

and then ’Ali.”2 

b. In another narration ar-Rab�’ said: “I heard ash-Sh�fi’� say about the Khil�fah and 

preference: we begin with Ab� Bakr, ’Umar, ’Uthm�n and then ’Ali.”3 

c. Ahmad bin Kh�lid al-Khall�l said: “ash-Sh�fi’� said: I have neither spoken to a man of 

innovation nor a man who had Tashayyu’.”4 

d. Ab� Zakar�y� Yahy� bin Zakareey� an-Naysab�r� said: “I heard Muhammad bin Idrees 

saying: I have not seen a people be tested with cursing the companions of the Prophet 

(sallall�hu ’alayhi wassallam) except that All�h increased them with the reward of their 

actions being severed.”5 

e. Harmalah bin Yahy� stated: “I heard ash-Sh�fi’� say: I have not seen anyone from the 

people of desires make false testimonies as much as the R�fidah.”6  
�

1 Siyar A’l�m un-Nubal�’, vol.10, p.95 
2 T�r�kh Dimishq, vol.14, p.812 
3 Ibid. 
4 �d�b ush-Sh�fi’�, p.186 
5 T�r�kh Dimishq, vol.14, p.812 
6 �d�b ush-Sh�fi’�, p.187; al-Bayhaq�, Man�qib ush-Sh�fi’�, vol.1, p.468 
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FFIIFFTTHH  EEXXAAMMPPLLEE

�����������������������������������������������������������

  

In the biography of Ahmad bin Abi’l-Hiw�r� ’Abdull�h bin Maym�n ath-Tha’lab� ad-Dimishq� 

(d. 246 AH), adh-Dhahab� transmitted what was stated by Ab� ’AbdurRahm�n as-Sulam� in 

Mihan us-S�fiyyah [The S�f� Inquisitions]:  

A people testified that Ahmad bin Abi’l-Hiw�r� preferred the Awliy�’ over the 

Prophets and they exerted plans against him [to prove this accusation]. As a result, 

he fled Damascus and went to Makkah wherein the Sult�n wrote to him asking him 

to retract this view and he retracted. 

Adh-Dhahab� stated, in commenting on this story: 

If this story is accurate then it is from the lies against Ahmad, as he had more 

knowledge of All�h than to say this [belief preferring the Awliy�’ over the Anbiy�’].1 

Al-H�fidh adh-Dhahab� also stated in T�r�kh ul-Isl�m2: 

This is a lie against Ahmad, may Al�h have mercy on him, as he had more 

knowledge of All�h than to fall into this, as none would fall into this than a 

misguided ignoramus. 

It is possible that the reason for al-H�fidh adh-Dhahab�’s doubting the accuracy of this story is 

due to the presence of Ab� ’AbdurRahm�n as-Sulam� in the chain of transmission. For he is 

known for relaying stories full of lies and fabricated ah�deeth without any explanation 

whatsoever, this is what led many to accuse him of fabricating hadeeth. Al-Khateeb al-Baghd�d� 

said: 

Muhammad bin Y�suf al-Qatt�n an-Naysab�r� said: Ab� ’AbdurRahm�n as-

Sulam� was not trustworthy, he used to fabricate [narrations] for the S�f�s.3 

Al-H�fidh adh-Dhahab� stated: 

�
1 Ibid, vol.12, p.93 
2 Haw�dith wa Wafay�t Sanat [Events and Obituaries of the Year] 241-250 AH, p.54 
3 T�r�kh Baghd�d (Beirut: D�r ul-Fikr, n.d.), vol.2, p.248 
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As-Sulam� has some questions which he asked ad-D�raqutn� about the condition of 

some Shaykhs who were narrators and the questions are known. In conclusion, 

within the classifications of as-Sulam� are fabricated ah�deeth and stories. In as-

Sulam�’s Haq�’iq Tafseer are things which have no basis and are from the Im�ms 

of the Zindeeqs from the B�tiniyyah, we seek refuge in All�h from misguidance 

and from speaking from desires. All good is found in following the Sunnah and 

holding firm to the guidance of the Sah�bah and T�bi’een, may All�h be pleased 

with them.1    

Thus, the likes of as-Sulam� are not deemed as trustworthy in the defamation about the 

credibility and leadership of scholars known for their credibility. For this reason, adh-Dhahab� 

doubted the accuracy of this narration and critiqued it due to it being far from the reality of the 

condition of Ahmad bin Abi’l-Hiw�r� ath-Tha’lab� ad-Dimishq�. All�h knows best. 

 

 

SSEECCOONNDD  RREEAASSOONN  
A narrator is criticised of extremism in an innovation yet this is not affirmed from him at all, 

even though he may believe in the basis of the innovation. Some examples of this: 

FFIIRRSSTT  EEXXAAMMPPLLEE

�����������������������������������������������������������

  

Al-H�fidh adh-Dhahab� (rahimahull�h) stated in the biography of Ja’far bin Sulaym�n ad-Dabb� al-

Basr� (d. 187 AH):  

“He was from the worshippers from the Shi’a and he was one of their scholars. He 

made Hajj and then went to Yemen and ’AbdurRazz�q accompanied him there 

and relayed much from him. He [Ja’far] had Tashayyu’ [Shi’ism]. It has been 

reported that Ja’far also used to have Rafd and thus it was said to him once: ‘Do 

you curse Ab� Bakr and ’Umar?’ Ja’far replied: ‘No, but rather hate of them, so woe 

to you’ yet this is not authentic from him.”2 

Adh-Dhahab� also stated in T�r�kh ul-Isl�m3:  

“There is some investigation which needs to be done in regards to the authenticity 

of this which has been reported from him. He was not a R�fid�, he was far from 

that.” 

�
1 Siyar A’l�m un-Nubal�’, vol.17, p.252 
2 Siyar A’l�m un-Nubal�’, vol.8, p.198 
3 Haw�dith wa Wafay�t Sanat [Events and Obituaries of the Years] 171-180 AH, p.69 
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This story which adh-Dhahab� rejected and doubted the authenticity of its various routes,1 as he 

did in Siyar A’l�m un-Nubal�’. Of these routes is what al-Mizz� relayed from Ja’far bin Muhammad 

ash-Shaj�’a al-Jazar�: it was said to Ja’far bin Sulaym�n: ‘It has reached us that you curse Ab� 

Bakr and ’Umar.’ Ja’far bin Sulaym�n replied: ‘As for cursing then no, however hate so woe to 

you.’2 The like of this was also relayed from him by Wahb bin Baqiyyah.3 It is possible that the 

reason for al-H�fidh adh-Dhahab� negating the authenticity of the accusation of Rafd is due to 

the fact that the story has no basis and what supports this is his comment on the story which is 

found in Siyar A’l�m un-Nubal�’4 and what was also mentioned by al-H�fidh Ibn ’Adiyy from 

Zakar�y� as-S�j� that he said:  

“As for the story which has been relayed about him, then Ja’far actually intended his two 

neighbours who were harming him and both of them were called Ab� Bakr and ’Umar! 

Thus, when he was asked about them he said: ‘As for cursing them, then no, rather hate, 

so woe to you’ – he did not intend the Two Shaykhs [Ab� Bakr as-Siddeeq and ’Umar ibn 

al-Khatt�b].”5 

These two neighbours [who had the names Ab� Bakr and ’Umar] have been clearly ascribed to 

possessing Nasb [cursing the family of the Prophet] for Ya’q�b bin Sufy�n al-Fasaw� stated:  

“He was trustworthy and reliable, good in taking and giving, except that he lived close to 

the houses of Ab� Bakr and ’Umar the two sons of ’Ali bin al-Muqaddam�.”6 

Al-H�fidh Ibn ’Adiyy therefore stated towards the end of the biography of Ja’far, in supporting 

the stance of his Shaykh as-S�j�: 

Ja’far has sound hadeeth and many narrations, he is good in hadeeth and well-known for 

Tashayyu’. He compiled [narrations] regarding Raq�’iq and sat with the Zuhh�d of Basra 

wherein he memorised from them soft words regarding Zuhd, Sayy�r bin H�tim relays 

these from him and I hope that there is no harm in him. What has been mentioned about 

him possessing Tashayyu’ and the narrations which indicate that he was Shi’�, then he 

relayed reports about the virtues of the Two Shaykhs [Ab� Bakr as-Siddeeq and ’Umar bin 

al-Khatt�b] and I have mentioned some of those reports. His hadeeth are not Munkar, as 

�
1 Al-H�fidh Ab� Ja’far Muhammad bin ’Amru bin M�s� al-’Uqayl�, ad-Du’af�’ (Beirut: D�r ul-Kutub 

al-’Ilmiyyah, 1404 AH, ed. ’AbdulMu’t� Ameen Qal’aj�), vol.1, p.189; Ibn Hibb�n, ath-Thiq�t, vol.6, 

p.140; Im�m Ibn ’Adiyy al-Jurj�n�, al-K�mil (Beirut: D�r ul-Fikr, 1409 AH), vol.2, p.145. 
2 Al-K�mil, vol.1, p.145 
3 Ibid. 
4 Vol.8, p.198 
5 Al-K�mil, vol.2, p.145 
6 Al-Ma’rifah wa’t-T�r�kh, vol.1, p.169 
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for those of his reports which are Munkar then that could be due to the one who reported 

from him, according to me his hadeeth ought to be accepted.1 

Adh-Dhahab� stated, in commenting on the words of as-S�j�: 

This I not far off [from being correct] for Ja’far relayed ah�deeth about the virtues 

of the Two Shaykhs [Ab� Bakr as-Siddeeq and ’Umar ibn al-Khatt�b], may All�h 

be pleased with them, he is Sud�q himself and solely relayed ah�deeth of which a 

number are munkar...2 

 

SSEECCOONNDD  EEXXAAMMPPLLEE  

Al-H�fidh adh-Dhahab� (rahimahull�h) stated in the biography of Ab� ’Ur�bah al-Husayn bin 

Muhammad bin Ab� Ma’shar al-Harr�n� (d. 318 AH), al-H�fidh Ibn ’As�kir said about him: Ab� 

’Ur�bah used to be extreme in Tashayyu’ and had virulent inclination against Ban� Umayyah. Al-

H�fidh adh-Dhahab� stated:  

As for Ab� ’Ur�bah, then where did this accusation of extremism come from? He is 

a person of hadeeth and a Harr�n�. Rather, it is perhaps that he discredited some 

narrations, and for that he can be excused.3 

 

TTHHIIRRDD  EEXXAAMMPPLLEE

�����������������������������������������������������������

  

Al-H�fidh adh-Dhahab� (rahimahull�h) stated in the biography of Muhammad bin ’Abdull�h Ab� 

’Abdull�h al-H�kim an-Naysab�r� (d. 405 AH): 

He classified and verified [ah�deeth], critiqued and commended [narrators], 

authenticated and found defective [ah�deeth] and he was of those oceans of 

knowledge, though he had some slight Tashayyu’.4 

Adh-Dhahab� also transmitted what was stated by Ab� Ism�’eel ’Abdull�h bin Muhammad al-

Haraw� in regards to al-H�kim: “Trustworthy in hadeeth, yet a vile R�fid�.” Adh-Dhahab� 

refuted this by saying: “He is not R�fid�, rather he had Tashayyu’.”5 Adh-Dhahab� also stated in 

M�z�n ul-I’tid�l in regards to al-H�kim: 

A truthful Im�m, yet within his Mustadrak he authenticated ah�deeth which were weak and 

abundantly relayed these reports. I do not know if the reality of these narrations were 
�

1 Al-K�mil, vol.2, p.150 
2 Adh-Dhahab�, M�z�n ul-I’tid�l f� Naqd ir-Rij�l (Beirut: D�r ul-Fikr, ed. ’Ali Muhammad al-Bij�w�), 

vol.1, p.410 
3 Siyar A’l�m un-Nubal�’, vol.14, p.511 
4 Siyar A’lam un-Nubal�’, vol.17, p.174 
5 Ibid, vol.17, p.174 
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hidden from him as he is not of those who are ignorant.1 If he did indeed know about the 

weakness of these ah�deeth then this is serious treachery, then furthermore he is Shi’� and 

famous for this yet without showing any objections to the Two Shaykhs [Ab� Bakr as-

Siddeeq and ’Umar ibn al-Khatt�b].2  

Then adh-Dhahab� relayed what was reported from al-Haraw� and commented on that by saying: 

“All�h loves justice, the man was not a R�fid�, rather he only had Tashayyu’.”3 In 

Tadhkirat ul-Huff�dh, adh-Dhahab� stated: 

As for his deviation in regards to ’Ali then this is apparent, as for in regards to the Two 

Shaykhs [Ab� Bakr as-Siddeeq and ’Umar ibn al-Khatt�b] then he held them both in high 

esteem. In any case, he is Shi’� and not a R�fid�, would that he had classified within al-

Mustadrak other than he did in regards to relaying the virtues of ’Ali in such a bad way.4 

Adh-Dhahab� stated in Mu’jam ush-Shuy�kh: 

This is what Shaykh ul-Isl�m al-Ans�r� stated! Yet al-H�kim did not curse [the 

Companions] so al-H�kim was not a R�fid� rather he was a Shi’� who certainly used to hold 

the Two Shaykhs [Ab� Bakr as-Siddeeq and ’Umar ibn al-Khatt�b] in high esteem along 

with Dhu’n-N�rayn [i.e. ’Uthm�n ibn ’Aff�an]. He just spoke about Mu’awiyah, may All�h 

be pleased with him.5 

Adh-Dhahab� refuted the accusation of Rafd based on the presence of ah�deeth on the virtues of 

the Sah�bah and the Three Rightly Guided Caliphs that are found within al-Mustadrak, this is not 

found in a R�fid�. For this reason, al-’All�mah al-Mu’allim� stated when refuting the statement 

that “al-H�kim had Tashayyu’ and this is why he had Tas�hul [leniency]”: 

I do not see the sin in Tashayyu’ of al-H�kim, as he also had Tas�hul in relaying 

the virtues of the rest of the Companions such as the Two Shaykhs [Ab� Bakr as-

Siddeeq and ’Umar ibn al-Khatt�b] and other Sah�bah.6 

�
1 For the reasons for such deficiencies within al-Mustadrak refer to the book at-Tankeel bim� f� 

Ta’neeb il-Kawthar� min al-Ab�teel (Riyadh, KSA: Maktabat ul-Ma’�rif, 1406 AH, ed. Im�m 

Muhammad N�siruddeen al-Alb�n�), vol.1, pp.457-459. 
2 M�z�n ul-I’tid�l, vol.3,p.608 
3 Ibid. 
4 Tadhkirat ul-Huff�dh (Beirut: D�r Ihy� Tur�th al-’Arab�, ed. ’AbdurRahm�n bin Yahy� al-

Mu’allim�), vol.3, p.1045 
5 Adh-Dhahab�, Mu’jam ush-Shuy�kh (at-T�’if, KSA: Maktabat us-Siddeeq, 1408 AH, ed. Muhammad 

al-Habeeb al-Heelah), vol.1, p.281 
6 At-Tankeel, vol.1, p.457 
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Al-H�fidh as-Subk� stated in his comments on the words of al-Khateeb al-Baghd�d� that “al-

H�kim inclined towards Tashayyu’”1: 

I contemplated on al-H�kim...and All�h placed in me the stance that the man possessed 

some inclination towards ’Ali (radi All�hu ’anhu) with an inclination which surpasses that 

which the Divine Legislation requests. Yet I would not say that this led him to the extent 

where he would fabricate ah�deeth against Ab� Bakr, ’Umar and ’Uthm�n, may All�h be 

pleased with them, or to prefer ’Ali over the Two Shaykhs. Rather, it is far from him that 

he would prefer ’Ali over ’Uthm�n, may All�h be pleased with them both. I saw that al-

H�kim in his Arba’een [40 Hadeeth] had a chapter on the preference of Ab� Bakr, ’Umar 

and ’Uthm�n and their special status among the Companions and within al-Mustadrak he 

gave priority to ’Uthm�n over ’Ali, may All�h be pleased with them both. 

Up to where as-Subk� stated: 

Other than that has been relayed by al-H�kim about the preference of ’Uthm�n, along with 

mention of the virtues of Talhah, az-Zubayr and ’Abdull�h bin ’Amru bin al-’�s. So it is 

highly probable, all praise is due to All�h, that he does not possess anything which would 

led to him being rejected. Excessiveness in inclination does not end in innovation and I 

hold that al-Khateeb al-Baghd�d� intended by “inclination” just that and as a result he 

deemed al-H�kim as being trustworthy.2 If al-Khateeb believed that al-H�kim possessed 

Rafd he would have criticised him, especially given the fact that the Madhhab of those 

who relay is to totally reject reports of innovators, so al-Khateeb’s words according to us 

are the closest in accuracy.3 

 

   

    

�

�
1 T�r�kh Baghd�d, vol.5, p.474 
2 T�r�kh Baghd�d, vol.5, p.473 
3 T�juddeen ’AbdulWahh�b bin ’Ali bin ’AbdulK�f� as-Subk�, Tabaq�t ush-Sh�fi’iyyah al-Kubr� 

(Cairo: D�r Ihy� al-Kutub al-’Arabiyyah, n.d., eds. Mahm�d Muhammad at-Tan�h� and ’AbdulFatt�h 

Muhammad al-Hilw) vol.4, pp.167-168 


